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Weak Continuity in Convection Problems 
DAN A. POLISEVSKI 
Basic aspects of steady natural convection in fluid-saturated porous media arc 
studied, such as the existence of weak solutions. some regularity properties, a 
minimax principle and the determination of a sullicient condition for uniqueness, 
which is very unlikely to happen if the Rayleigh number is not less than a critical 
value. 1 IYXS Academic Press. Inc 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
First, let us make a few assumptions concerning the motion of viscous 
fluid through a porous, rigid body. We accept that the velocity of the fluid 
is far less than the acoustic velocity and thus the motion induces only small 
changes of pressure. Hence we neglect variations of thermodynamic quan- 
tities due to pressure changes. Moreover, we assume that temperature dif- 
ferences are small enough to allow us to take advantage of the Roussinesq 
approximation; that is, to assume bouyancy forces vary aflinely with tem- 
perature. 
We can adopt the equations obtained recently in [l] with the 
homogenization method. For any bounded domain RC W” (n > 2) these 
are 
div i: = 0, (1) 
ptT = - K(Vp + up0 Tjj), (2) 
C VT = div( k . VT), (3) 
where the unknown quantities are the Darcy’s velocity 1;= (u,, t‘*,..., t’,,), 
the pressure p and the temperature T. The other parameters in (! )-(3) are 
the problem constant data. So ,B > 0, r > 0 and p. > 0 are, respectively, the 
viscosity, the volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion and the density of 
the saturating fluid at a rcfcrcncc state. Also j = (K,, g,,..., g,,), K > 0 and 
k = (k,,),,.,, stand, respectively, for the gravitational acceleration, the coef- 
ficient of filtration and the positive symmetric tensor of thermal diffusion of 
the porous medium. 
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The system (1 ) (3) is to be solved subject to the following boundary 
conditions on (752 = I-. which is supposed to be of class C”: 
I:.fi=O fi - the normal on 1; (4) 
T= 5. (5) 
where for some q > n, r E WY’(Q) (to be sure that T is continuous). Without 
loss of physical generality we can also assume that T > 0. 
Now we put (I )-(5) in a non-dimensional form, by defining 
y*=t/ ‘/y. R*EQ*oXEa; I-* = m*, (6) 
c* = (Krr,p,, g) ’ p’; p* = (rr,p, g4 ’ Pi T= rc;‘T, (7) 
k*=k ‘k; j* = g ‘g: T*-...-l 0 T> (8) 
where d is the length of the edge of the n-cube in which Q can be included, 
k is the smallest eigenvalue of k. ~O=sup,C,.r(X) and g= (I:‘- , $)I,*. 
Thus (1) (5) become 
div, ?* = 0 in .Q*, (9) 
.-c* =v * p* + T*,* in a*, (10) 
Ra*i*V., T* = div,( k*V, T*) in Q*, (11) 
L’*.)Yj*=o on r*, ti* the normal on r*, ( 12) 
T* z~* on r*, (13) 
where Ra* = &zr,,p,, gfi -- ‘k - ’ is the non-dimensional Rayleigh number. 
Remurk. Let us note that Q* is included in a n-cube of edge length 1, 
that the first eigenvalue of k* is 1 and that r*>O, SU~~.~~. r*(.f*)= I. 
2. EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
From now on, in order to simplify the writing, we will omit conven- 
tionally the index *. 
As we look for homogeneous boundary conditions, we introduce an 
element I,+E W:‘)(Q) with the property: 
I)-TE @;‘(ii?). (14) 
Later on we shall have to specify more the way in which (c/ is chosen. 
With the new unknown 
S= T-ll/ (15) 
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we can write the system (9)-( 13) in the following equivalent form: 
div 6 = 0 in 52 
-V=Vp+(S+‘)) ‘q in f2 
RavV(S+I//)=div[k.V(S+$)] in f2 
f.fi=O on I’ 
s=o on f. 
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(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
In proving the existence of the weak solutions of the problem (16b(20) 
we shall make use of the following theorem, a slight generalisation of [2]. 
THEOREM 1. Let A’ he the dual space of‘ A, which is a separated locally 
convex space continuously imhedded in the rclflexice Banach space B, I’ 
G: B -+ A’ is a continuous operator between the weak topologies and (3) r > 0 
such lhat (GJ~, y)>O (V) YEA with llyll=r, then (3)x,~B,={x~Bl 
Ilxll d r) such rhaz Gx, = 0. 
Proof For every FE .F = {El E finite-dimensional subspace of A } we 
put jF. F-+ A the natural injection, j;.: A’ + F’ the surjection defined by 
(j;-y’, y) = (y’, y) (V) y’~ A’, (V) yg F, and GP: F+ F the continuous 
operator given by G,,. = j;~: G 1: jF. 
Let us suppose that G,y # 0 (V) ye Fn B,. As F is closed in A and the 
topology induced on F is the Euclidean one, the set Fn B, is compact in F. 
We define T:FnB,+FnB, by Ty= -r.IIG,yll-‘.GFy, F being iden- 
tified with F. As T is continuous and Fn B, is convex, by Brouwer’s fix 
point theorem there exists y,,~ Fn B, such that TyO= yO. It follows that 
(Gyo, Y”) = (GFytj, yo) = -r-I. IIGF~d(Tyo, yo) = --r’ I:GFyoll ~0 
which is in contradiction with the hypothesis, since y,,~ A and ]I yO]l = 
11 TyJ = r. Hence, for any FE .q there exists yre Fn B, such that GF yI; = 0. 
Now we can define for every E E .T the non-empty set 
V,= u {yFEFnB,IGFyF=O) 
I’C.flFGE 
and vE, the weak closure of V, in B. As B, is weakly compact in B and the 
family { P,},, + c B, has the property that every linite intersection of its 
sets is non-empty, it follows that (3) x0 E nEE T 8,. 
For any y E A we choose EE .a with E 3 y. As x0 E P, there exists a 
(generalised) sequence { y } ,, nt,, E V, which is converging to x0. Also 
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(V) 6 E A. there exists F,, E .F with /.Cj I, E. such that G,;,J’,, = 0. Because G is 
weakly continuous the final result is obtained from 
o= (G,,,v,,. J) = ((ij,,,. .i,> -+ (G-.\-,,. .r). 1 
Let us make the correspondence between the Theorem I and the system 
(16) (20). Taking in account that the space 
is the closure in L”(Q) (with the usual scalar product (., )*) of the space 
I = (C E 9(Q) 1 div C = 0 in 52) (see [3] ). 
then instead of B WC put the Hilbert space H x ri/\‘i(fJ) with the scalar 
product 
((C.S), (u. 7‘)),,=(N,I.)?+(VS,VT)2 (V)(C, S), (U, T) E B. 
and instead of A we put the Banach space Hx @,‘i(Q) with the usual 
norm on the product space. The operator G: B + .4’ will be defined by 
(G(1’. S), (U. 7‘)) = (U. f), + (kVS. VT), + (kVrC/, VT), 
+(~(,(S+ICI)K)~+RU(~.~V(S+IC/)),(V)(~,S)EB 
(V)(U, T)EA. (21) 
So WC have arrived to the weak formulation of the problem (16).--(20). 
Find (f. S) E B such that 
(G(C. S). (ii, 7‘)) = 0 (V)(U, T)EA. (22) 
The “equivalence” between the problems (16)-(20) and (22) is 
legitimized by the following two propositions. 
(I’,): If C. S and p arc smooth functions satisfying (16) (20) then 
taking the dual product of (17) and (18) with UE H and TE l@!,“(Q) it 
follows that (C, S) is a solution of (22). 1 
( PZ): If (C. S) E B satisfy (22) then choosing the test functions in a 
proper manner we get 
(I:+sg+II/$j,u)z=O (V)UEH, (23) 
(kV(S+t+b-RaC(S+t+b),VT),=O (V) TE Q(Q). (24) 
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As (L’+ SE + $j) E L’(Q) and the orthogonal complement of H in L’(Q) 
is 
H-‘- = {)(.EL’(Q)I(~)RE W$‘)(R)such that C=Vp} (see [33 ). 
it follows from (23) that (3) PE W:“(Q) such that (17) is satisfied in L’(Q). 
Since Z?E H, we get (16) in the distribution sense. Also (18) follows from 
(16) and (24) in the same sense. Obviously (19) and (20) are satisfied in the 
trace senses of the spaces H and I@“(Q), respectively. 1 
Here is the corresponding existence result: 
THEOREM 2. The problem (22) has ut Iu~st OIW solution. 
P,oc!f: First we check the weak continuity of G. 
Let (C,,Sli)+‘k-*‘(t‘,S) weakly in B. Then, if k, is the last cigenvaluc 
of k, for any (U, T) E A we have 
I(G(C,. Sk)-G(L’, S), (ii, T))I 
6 Ra l(fk VT, S, - S),l + I(S, -S, @),I 
+ko I((fk-C, Sk-S), (zi, T))RI + Ra I(t.k-L’, 7V(S+$))21 
6RuIlo,l1211~~l,I’Sn.-S12~,,,.,~+~~~~~~~~~, (25) 
where we note with IIj,, the norm in L“(Q). Since Icky z < ~2' as { fikjk is 
weakly convergent in H and [IS/, - SI ly,,y 2) -+O as the imbedding of 
l@)(Q) in fd’y ‘y “(Q) is compact for q>n, from (25) follows the weak 
continuity of G. 
Now we shall prove that G is coercive. For any (C. S) E A, (21) bccomcs 
(G(c.S), (6, S,>= Ill;ll~+(kV.~,VS),+(S~,L:)2 
+($&L.)~+(kVI//,VS)z+Ru(C,SVti)? 
Il(C w;-k,, l!$l.2., Il(Q Wllfl 
- Ra II’:IIz llSbll2. (26) 
where I$ll2., =(II$Il;+ IlW5)“’ and WC have taken advantage of the wcll- 
known inequality 
I.SlI,G * -y= IIVSII 2 (V) SE &y(Q). (27) 
ndn 
For improving (26) we shall prove that for any ;‘> 0 there exists 4, 
satisfying (14) such that IIS V$,.IIz d ;’ IIVSII ?. 
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Let p(.C) = d(.?, r) = the distance from S to I: For any I: > 0 we consider 
Q, = {.~~Ql~~(.r)<2exp( - 1.‘~)) and 8, E C”(R) the function that has the 
following properties (see [ 33 ): 
(I ) 0, = I in some neighbourhood of I’ (which depends on c), 
(2) I),. = 0 in Q’,,Q, , 
(3) 12U,.j2.ukI <t/p(i) in Q,, (V) k~ {I, 2 ,..., fl). 
Let II/, = T. 0, which satisfies (14). and for any SE k&“(Q) we have 
where q(c)=(ju, lVr!‘dQ,)“-+I’ ‘OJO as SE W\"(Q). 
With the useful Hardy inequality (see [3]). 
jS 
I I 
; i _ 6 const. iIVSI[ 7 (V) SE l@“(Q), 
? 
the relation (2X) becomes 
IISV~,II,~const.max(~,~(~)).llVSll~ 
and the statement holds with E sufftciently small. 
Now let us return with $.. in (26): 
(29) 
(G(C, S), (I!, S)) >, 
i 
I -‘+ 
2n \/ii 
(IT, S)i 
-kc,. hq,., Il(c S)IIo. (30) 
Obviously the coercive property of G results if we choose by turns 7 and 
r? such that 
3. FURTHER RESLLTS 
In this section we consider only the cases n E { 2, 3 } and y = n + I. Thus 
we shall be able to prove simply some regularity and mini-max properties 
of any solution so that, finally, we can attain the uniqueness result. 
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THEOREM 3. Jf (6, S)E B is a solution of (22) then SE Wj,‘l ,(Q). 
Proof: From (17), verified in L*(Q), we obtain Rot Y= -gV(S+ I,~)E 
L’(Q). Since 6~ H, it results with [4] that CE W:“(Q). 
Thus, for n = 2 we get VE L”(Q) (V) r > 1 and hence C VSE L2”” + *j(Q) 
(V) r 2 1. If we consider the Dirichlet problem (18) and (20) it follows from 
its regularity property (see [S]) that SE WC,‘)(Q), because W$i)(r + 2,(Q)~ 
W\l’(Q) for any r 2 3. 
If n = 3 we get CE L6(Q) and ITVSE L3”(R). In the same way as in the 
case n = 2 it results only that SE W$!](Q). That is why we have to consider 
the Neumann problem for p, obtained by eliminating I? from (16), (17) and 
(19): 
-np=gv(s+lj) in R, 
on I: 
As the compatibility relation is satisfied and gV(S + I+$) E L-‘(Q), because 
VSE W\‘j(sZ) G L3(Q) and V$ E L4(Q), it follows from a classical regularity 
property (see [5]) that PE W$Q). Hence, from (17) results CE W:l)(sZ)& 
L’(Q) (V) r > 1, and we reach a better estimation for CVSE L”.‘(‘+ ‘j(Q) 
(V) a 2 1. Applying again the regularity theorem for the Dirichlet problem 
(18) and (20) we have SE W:“(Q), because W\‘,‘,,+,,(Q) G W:‘)(Q) for any 
r>l2. 1 
THEOREM 4. Jf T is the weak solutiorl o/‘ the system (9)-( 13) then 
TeC(G), T>O ~ndsup,~, T(S)< 1. 
Proc$ From (15) and Theorem 3 follows TE W!,‘J ,(Q) E C(Q). 
Now, taking the scalar product of (11) with any R E @‘J(Q), we obtain 
VT.VRdQ= -Ra [ 6. RVTdQ. 
‘U 
(31) 
Let us put R(+?) = min{ T(X), 0). Obviously R E I@‘)(Q) (see Remark 8 1) 
and 
VR=VT for T<O(a RfO) 
=o for T20(0 R=O). 
With R defined above, (3 1) becomes 
!:,, (VR)2 dQ < -Ra j GR VR = 0. 
f2 
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Hence K = 0 in Wi”(Q), that is, I‘> 0 in SL. 
The last part of the theorem can be proved in the same way with R(.C) -7 
maxi T(.r) - I, 0:. 1 
- 
THEOREM 5. !f Rm < 2 - I/n t’.“tl then rherc c.vists N uniyw solution o/ 
(22). 
Proof Let (1.,, S,) and (f,, Sz) bc two solutions of (22). From 
Theorem 3 the following relations make sense: 
o= (G(C,, S,) - G(c2, SJ, (C, -- ‘:, s, - SJ) = IIt!, - tT21 ;
+ (kV(S, -S,). V(S, -S,)), + (C, -I‘?, K(S, -S,))? 
-Ru(D,-fC2,(S,+$)V(S, --ST))? 
a(&) Il(C, - L‘,, s, - S,,II’, 
- Ra lbIv- M2 IWP, - Mz .I.% + tiil x. (32) 
where (S, + II/) is a continuous solution of the system (9)-( 13) and from 
Theorem 4 follows IS, + 11/I; ,. 6 I. Thus (32) becomes 
(33) 
and hence (r’,,S,)=(L.?,S7) in B. 1 
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